LIV Fertility Center in Mexico Becomes the Only Licensed
Clinic for MicroSort® Technologies
The leading fertility clinic in Mexico, LIV Fertility Center, is now the only licensed clinic for
MicroSort® Mexico, the gender selection technologies corporation responsible for
helping intended parents have a baby of their desired gender during assisted
reproductive technologies (ART).
Chicago, IL — December 14, 2017

The leading fertility clinic in Mexico, LIV Fertility Center, is now the licensed clinic for MicroSort® Mexico,
the gender selection technologies corporation responsible for helping intended parents have a baby of
their desired gender during assisted reproductive technologies (ART).
With the new equipment arriving to the LIV facilities early on Monday — the team at LIV is looking
forward to integrating the now in-house family balancing technology with their own fertility services.
“To become the only licensed laboratory to produce MicroSort® in Mexico, this was a progressive and
rewarding step for us here at LIV,” stated Tolga Umar, CEO and Founder of LIV Fertility Center. "We are
extremely excited of the hard work that went into acquiring the MicroSort® brand, and tremendously
consumed with offering intended parents across the globe this advanced and successful fertility asset
inside our own clinic. We are particularly interested in our continued investment in not only our
patient’s futures but also the fertility industry."
What is MicroSort® —
The LIV Fertility Center in Puerto Vallarta is among the few centers across the globe to offer internal
MicroSort® technologies. Other locations include North Cyprus, Switzerland and Malaysia.
MicroSort® is a scientifically proven preconception process that dramatically improves the chances that
the baby you conceive will be of the gender you desire. Semen samples typically comprise of an equal
amount of sperm carrying the Y chromosome (which will produce a boy), and sperm carrying the X
chromosome (which will produce a girl). This method splits the sperm cells based on the chromosome
they are carrying. The process results in samples comprising of significantly amplified fractions of sperm
that are carrying the desired X or Y chromosome.
It can be used in a wide variety of artificial reproduction techniques, including Intrauterine Insemination
(IUI), In Vitro Fertilization (IVF), Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection (ICSI), and Preimplantation Genetic
Screening (PGS) and Preimplantation Genetic Diagnostics (PGD), among others.
Benefits of MicroSort® for Family Balancing —
What is the benefit of MicroSort® technologies over PGS/PGD for family balancing? MicroSort® allows
our LIV fertility specialists to choose ONLY the desired embryos — specifically eliminating the discarding

of unused embryos. MicroSort® performed with IVF provides a greater chance for having normal
embryos of the desired gender available for transfer and cryopreservation.
As science continues to advance, our team at LIV expects that MicroSort® will play a routine role in the
future of family balancing. To learn more about the requirements of family balancing using MicroSort®
technologies, the step by step process, and the scientific results — please visit
https://www.microsort.com.
About LIV Fertility Center
The LIV Fertility Center in Puerto Vallarta is a renowned, world-class fertility center that embraces
affordability, technical expertise, proven successful outcomes, and the ability to exceed the challenges
for every individual case of infertility. Infertility is one of life's most difficult encounters — medically and
emotionally. The LIV team is continually striving to implement new infertility technologies and a
management structure to embrace patients on their journey to parenthood. The world-class laboratory
precisely reflects in the pioneering treatments of In Vitro Fertilization (IVF), Embryo Cryopreservation,
Assisted Hatching, and Gender Selection. LIV invites you to revel in a unique cultural experience in
Puerto Vallarta with its year-round stunning climate, gorgeous pristine beaches and a dazzling array of
world-class attractions.
LIV Fertility Center Mission Statement
Adhering to a set of core values that characterizes our beliefs, the LIV Fertility Center’s mission is to
provide affordable, trustworthy and successful fertility lifelines to those we serve on all facets of the
globe.
Contact the LIV Fertility Center
Email contact@ivfvallarta.com
English +1 (855) 534-5340
Spanish +1 (855) 534-5342
Local +52 (322) 297-2077

LIV the Journey…
Embrace the Destination.

